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Abstract 

It is quite common nowadays, that organizations are keen to offer their services 

online. While this is truly an admirable effort, it can also expose terrific security 

issues. There are five main principles in security, be it an online service or not. 

These are confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication and accountability. 

Each of these must be elaborately processed on the organization level before the 

outside access to its assets can be made possible. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

ACM Computing Classification System (1998): 

K.4.4 [Computers and Society]: Electronic Commerce – Security; K.6.5 [Com-

puting Milieu]: Security and Protection – Authentication; D.4.6 [Operating Sys-

tems]: Security and Protection – Access Controls, Cryptographic Controls. 
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1  I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Security is all about protecting assets which in a web environment is typically the 

data related to the usage of a web application system; the data, the user gives to 
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the organization via the system. The well-known security aspects that also apply 

here are [8]: 

• Confidentiality; unauthorized access to the data is prohibited. 

• Integrity; unauthorized modification of the data is prohibited. 

• Availability; the data is made available to the authorized users. 

• Authentication; the user is appropriately identified. 

• Accountability; the logging of all user activity. 

The most common threats, targeted towards applications of web environment, are 

briefly covered in chapter two. Chapter three discusses about the most common 

ways of protecting an online application and gives some examples of their weak-

nesses. In chapter four, password protection scheme is discussed somewhat. A 

perfect security solution will probably not be found or at least, it will not be usable 

to the end users. Instead, a good security strategy should be adopted. The basics 

of security strategy will be covered in chapter five. In chapter six, the security ap-

proaches of Statistics Finland’s online web data collection application are dis-

cussed. 

2  C o m m o n  t h r e a t s  

World Wide Web is full threats targeted against individual users and organiza-

tions. Even, during a short www-surfing session, the user might be exposed to 

several threats and infected by a number of malware. Even greater risk is, of 

course, targeted against organizational assets. In this chapter, some common 

threats present in the online web application environment, are briefly listed. 

2 .1  Command  i n jec t i on  a t tacks  

Command injection attacks are typically based on injecting malicious string values 

for underlying system. These string values are many times used, for example, for 

database queries. In fact, the most common command injection attack is an SQL 
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command injection attack [5, 12]. The application is vulnerable to the SQL injec-

tion if the attacker has a possibility to insert partial SQL statement into an existing 

SQL statement of the system. Typically, for example, the attacker injects mali-

cious SQL statements as credentials in the login phase. If the system is not able 

to recognize this, it can, in the worst case, allow the attacker to login into the sys-

tem or return highly confidential information like passwords, for example. 

2 .2  Cross  s i t e  sc r i p t i ng  

Cross site scripting (XSS) consists of a range of attacks where the attacker injects 

malicious JavaScript into the web application [4, 5, 6]. With cross site scripting, 

the attacker can steal or modify the information the user is handling with the web 

site. For example, the user could pass the credit card information for an online 

shopping cart and the XSS injection could forward this information to the attacker. 

In another approach, the user can be even redirected to a whole different mali-

cious web site. In both cases this is totally transparent to the user, who does not 

have a clue that something ill-disposed is happening. 

Cross site scripting attacks are typically very easy to implement with some bare 

knowledge of the target site. On the other hand, they are extremely difficult to no-

tice and prevent, not to mention that they can cause significant damage to the 

organization and its credibility. 

2 .3  Eavesd ropp ing  

Eavesdropping is a method where someone, a hidden party, is illegally listening 

and intercepting the communication between the other two parties [1, 16]. Eaves-

dropping can sometimes also mean a man-in-the-middle type approach. In this 

scenario, there is an individual who is taking the requests from the client and for-

warding them to the server. In this way, the eavesdropper can access, for exam-

ple, the credit card numbers or any other confidential information the client is 

sending, and use it for his own purposes. 
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2 .4  Soc ia l  eng inee r ing  

Social engineering is a great threat that is not commonly recognized as a real 

threat at all. Still, according, to Gartner, more than 70 percent of attacks targeted 

towards IT systems come from inside the organizations [15]. It can be someone 

who is providing confidential information about the system’s behavior to the at-

tackers or someone who is trying to raise his own reputation in the information 

highway community of wrong doers. Noteworthy is also that the “insider” may not 

be the organization’s own personnel. It can be someone visiting the organization, 

a contractor, even the security guy at the reception. 

3  C o m p r o m i s i n g  s e c u r i t y  

There are several ways a web application could be protected. Unfortunately, 

these all contain some weaknesses, which makes them quite easy to compro-

mise. This being a fact, no one method should be solely used for protecting a web 

site and its assets. 

3 .1  Au then t i ca t ion  

Passwords are probably the most vulnerable part of the user authentication. Still, 

regular password protected accounts remain the most widely used mechanism of 

user authentication. 

Password protected systems can be compromised in many ways, the most com-

mon probably being brute force dictionary attacks. This means that the account is 

being continuously hammered with a list of words, dictionaries, used as pass-

words. This can be done online and the server typically informs the login failure in 

some recognizable way that can be used as a pattern for the brute force algo-

rithm. 

A system can be prepared for dictionary attacks in two common ways [9]. Delayed 

response means that the server will use some extra time before it returns the in-

formation whether the authentication was successful or not. This small pause is 

usually enough to make the hammering obsolete for its purpose. Another usable 
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method is account locking.  This means that the account is locked after a certain 

number of repeated login failures. 

Although both methods could, in general, be seen as good methods against dic-

tionary attacks, there are some weaknesses arising also. Delayed response is 

useless if the attacker is about to break any account. It does not matter if the re-

sponse is delayed if several accounts are hammered in parallel. Account locking, 

on the other hand, can cause even more unpleasant effects. The system can be 

confronted with the denial of service (DoS) attack very easily if the hacker’s only 

motivation is to lock out as many accounts as possible. In addition, the users 

themselves can lock their accounts by mistake when typing the passwords incor-

rectly several times. 

3 .2  SSL  

The most typical way of securing communication between the client and server is 

using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL). SSL provides authentication, encryption and 

integrity to TCP/IP traffic. SSL is based on PKI and handles the authentication by 

exchanging digital certificates signed by trusted certificate authorities. The most 

typical way of using SSL is using HTTP over SSL (HTTPS). 

Although SSL is considered to be secure enough for confidential online communi-

cation, it can be compromised quite easily [11]. As SSL is based on public key 

cryptography, it needs to exchange the keys between the browser and the server 

to establish the secured communication line. In such situation, it is enough if the 

man-in-the-middle attacker is able to acquire the server’s digital certificate. The 

attacker can then intercept the communication and decrypt the data very easily. 

Another risk arises from the fact that browsers’ allow establishing an SSL secured 

connection even if the certificate is not signed by a well-known trusted certificate 

authority or the certificate is not valid at all, for example, has been expired. Now, 

this being the case, anyone can setup a malicious secure server and pretend to 

be the organization the client tries to access. 
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4  P a s s wo r d  p r o t e c t i n g  a s s e t s  

Like said, passwords are the most used mechanism of user authentication today. 

They pose a lot of risks but, still, they are the de facto standard for the time being. 

So what makes regular passwords bad and how could they be improved? 

According to the study of Gaw and Felten people tend to use three or less pass-

words for all their needs [3]. To make this sufficient enough for all accounts, they 

reuse passwords, typically at least twice. People will reuse passwords; that’s a 

fact. A bigger problem comes when they use the same password for several ac-

tive accounts. It is enough for the attacker to get the password from one, perhaps 

from a poorly protected, site and use it to compromise multiple accounts else-

where. Gaw and Felten mention that a regular user does not actually see the se-

curity as a priority aspect. In fact, all kinds of inconvenient security solutions, like 

passwords, are seen as a nuisance rather than a protection. 

If no password policy is forced, people tend to use very simple passwords. Why? 

Simply, because the complexity of the password increases the amount of memory 

burden required to remember it. The more difficult the password is to remember, 

the more likely it is written down on a paper. So, in this sense, complexity is not 

the solution and actually violates the most recognized usability standard for com-

puter systems [2]. On the other hand, according to the several empirical studies, 

there is clear need for stronger passwords, to prevent algorithmic attacks [14]. 

The studies indicate that a password must not be selected from a dictionary of 

any language, and the minimum length should be eight characters consisting of 

letters, numbers and special characters. To ease up the memory burden caused 

by this kind of password policy, a pass-phrase approach could be used. A pass-

phrase is a natural language phrase that can be easily derived from a mnemonic. 

For example, a phrase “My mother has three dogs and two cats” could be some-

thing like “mmh3d&2c”. In this case, only the first letter of each word is used and 

numerical meanings are presented as numbers and &-sign indicates the and-

word. 
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5  S e c u r i t y  s t r a t e g y  

A perfect technical security solution is just a nice dream, something that very 

probably can not be achieved, and actually should not even be sought after. No 

matter what a terrific invention one person makes, there is always someone to 

compromise it. This has been seen many times during the years with different 

copy protection schemes and encryption algorithms. 

So, instead of wasting the resources on something that can not be achieved, a 

more suitable approach should be taken:  

• Accept the fact that a security solution must be frozen on a certain level. 

There is no point going beyond that level. 

• Create a security strategy. 

A security strategy is stemmed from analysis, planning, implementation and moni-

toring [7]. 

• In the analysis phase, the risks are evaluated by determining assets, 

threats and of course vulnerabilities. The determination of these is derived 

from the objectives and requirements. Once the assets and threats are 

enumerated, the next step is to quantify the value of each risk. 

• In the planning phase, the security policies are defined. These policies in-

dicate which threats are tolerable and which are not. A strategy for the poli-

cies is also defined. This strategy defines when the policy is to be enforced 

and for what particular reason. In addition, the policies are also exposed 

against auditing and reviewing practices. 

• In the implementation phase, mechanisms and tools are to be selected for 

monitoring the threats targeted towards the assets. These mechanisms 

and tools are chosen based on the policies defined in the previous phase. 

• In the continuous monitoring phase, the selected approaches are evalu-

ated against the status quo. The evaluation indicates which methods and 
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technologies are successful and which are not, what new threats are ex-

posed and what new techniques are invented. The monitoring phase is the 

single most important phase in the security strategy. 

6  S e c u r i t y  a p p r o a c h e s  i n  X C o l a  

XCola (abbreviated from Xml based collection application) is an online web data 

collection application environment developed in Statistics Finland. It provides a 

feature rich engine for online surveys targeted towards business statistics’ sur-

veys. The approach of the engine is very generic; the questionnaires and survey 

logic are described in an XML format, thus making it possible to use the exact 

same application for all business statistics’ surveys. 

Security is an important issue in such an application and Statistics Finland is tak-

ing very seriously any potential threats that could arise. The communication route 

between Statistics Finland and the respondents is protected with today’s de facto 

standards and the respondents are informed about the security measures Statis-

tics Finland is applying in the data collection. 

6 .1  Au then t i ca t ion  and  au tho r i za t ion  

XCola utilizes a role-based access control (RBAC) [13, 10] security framework for 

both authentication and authorization purposes. In our approach, it is not purely 

enough that the respondent of the survey is identified. He must also have an au-

thorization to access the services and the information provided by the environ-

ment. Basically, this means that each and every user must have a role in the sys-

tem. This is also a very useful approach in our case, since some of the survey 

logic can be coupled with the role thinking also. 

The authentication mechanisms are based on directory services. This quite well 

prevents regular command injection attacks that could be targeted against the 

login functionality, although does not of course totally eliminate them. For diction-

ary based brute force attacks, the account locking method was considered but we 

found that not suitable for our purposes. We have some research data which indi-
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cates that respondents are quite error prone when typing their credentials. So, the 

risk of incorrectly locked account would be too high. Instead, delayed response is 

used. With active monitoring, the hammering attempts can be detected anyway. 

6 .2  Creden t ia l  po l i c ies  

The empirical studies quite clearly indicate that the credentials generated with 

randomizing algorithms will probably be written down on a paper by the user [14, 

2]. Despite this fact, we have chosen to use strong credential information with the 

minimum lengths corresponding with the recommendations of the studies and 

consisting of randomly generated alphanumeric characters. In addition, the user 

is not allowed to change any of the credential information. One would imagine 

that this leads to an uncontrollable amount of password request phone calls, but 

our experiences do not surprisingly enough indicate such behavior. 

The credentials can only be delivered to the respondent by a letter. In case of for-

gotten password, it (only the password) can be given by a telephone call from 

Statistics Finland to a pre-defined contact person in the respondent organization. 

All other delivery methods are strictly prohibited. 

Credentials are typically changed once in a year. This usually means that the re-

spondents of monthly and quarterly inquiries are provided with new credentials by 

letter in the beginning of each year. For yearly inquiries the credentials are always 

generated again when the survey begins. If the respondent in the organization 

changes, new credentials are provided. In situations, when also the proprietorship 

of the organization changes, the information provided by the previous proprietor is 

erased. 

6 .3  Accoun tab i l i t y  

Identifying the user activity matters sometimes a great deal. Our approach is mul-

tithreaded. Basic logging facilities are used on the hardware level (firewalls) and 

on the daemon level (web server, operating system). 
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In addition, the XCola engine itself provides extensive accountability features. 

Every single user action in the system, from arriving to the login screen until the 

logout, is traced and logged. Of course, the detailed logging information is not 

exploited on a single respondent level, to preserve the common privacy, unless a 

specific reported malfunction needs to be solved. The logging information will be 

used on aggregated level though, to provide general information, for example, 

about usability issues or failure rates. 

6 .4  I n tegr i t y  

It is extremely important for the credibility of the data collector that each user can 

only access and modify his own data. This can of course be quite well achieved 

by adequate user authentication and authorization techniques embedded with 

application level protection mechanisms. The feature developed for the latest ver-

sion of XCola, is a user specific encryption technique. Once the user has been 

successfully authenticated and authorized, it is possible to provide the personal 

initialization vectors or secret keys for the use of encryption and decryption of the 

user data. While this seems to be the ultimate integrity solution, it still poses some 

great risks. What about if the management of keys somehow fails or the key stor-

age corrupts? How can the data be recovered then? It simply can not. 

In addition, heavy use of encryption could affect the performance of the system, 

thus weakening the usability. So, one really needs to think hard when to really use 

these extreme measures. For example, there is probably little need for encrypting 

the contact information or any other information that is publicly available anyway. 

7  S u m m a r y  

More and more application logic is offered nowadays in the World Wide Web. It is 

not a safe environment. In fact, it is full of hostility expressed in many nasty ways. 

Typical threats targeted towards web applications are command injection attacks, 

cross site scripting, even eavesdropping, not forgetting the threats stemming from 

social engineering areas. 
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There are several ways of preventing the hostilities aimed for the online applica-

tions. The communication can and usually must be secured when dealing with 

confidential information. The users must be appropriately authenticated and the 

unauthorized use of confidential data must be prevented by any means.  

Even though there are many security solutions, most of them contain some 

weaknesses by nature. It is probably not even worthwhile to seek a perfect secu-

rity solution; presumably one does not exist or is not very user friendly and lacks 

tremendously in usability. The more important aspect for the organization is to 

conduct a security strategy. In such strategy the assets, threats and vulnerabilities 

are recognized and tolerable levels are defined. The most important part of the 

security strategy is the continuous monitoring of the ever evolving hostile envi-

ronment. 
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